Task for *Bran Nue Dae*

Student exchange marking criteria

Name: ___________________________  
Overall Grade: _________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Speaking** | □ Excellent eye contact.  
□ Dynamic and engaging use of voice. | □ Strong eye contact.  
□ Clear and engaging use of voice. | □ Some eye contact.  
□ Clear use of voice. | □ Limited eye contact.  
□ Minimal eye contact. | □ Hard to hear. |
| **Presentation** | □ Multimedia adds an interesting new level of meaning to the speech.  
□ Confidently and seamlessly embedded into speech. | □ Multimedia adds a new level of meaning to the speech.  
□ Well embedded into speech. | □ Multimedia supports meaning of the speech. | □ Multimedia used in a limited way to support the meaning of the speech. | □ Very limited or no use of multimedia. |
| **Content: Personal** | □ Interesting, engaging and perceptive use of details and personal stories. | □ Mostly interesting, engaging or perceptive use of details and personal stories. | □ Sound use of details and personal stories. | □ Some use of details and personal stories. | □ Limited use of personal stories. |
| **Content: Film** | □ Interesting, engaging and perceptive use of details to make a broader point about Australia. | □ Mostly interesting, engaging or perceptive use of details to make a broader point about Australia. | □ Sound use of details to make a broader point about Australia. | □ Limited use of details to make a broader point about Australia. | □ Limited use of details of the film. |

**Comment:**

---
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